
Mr Andrew Barr MLA 
Treasurer 
ACT Government 
Email: barr@act.gov.au 

Copied to: energyindustrylevy@act.gov.au 

Dear Treasurer, 

Re: Investigation into the Energy Industry Levy 

I I 
I refer to a discussion paper provided to the Commission on the investigation into the I I 
Energy Industry Levy (Ell). The discussion paper called for comments on proposed I II amendments to Part 3A of the Utilities Act 2000 (Ell provisions). I i 
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I I I Attached to this letter is a succinct overview of the current methodology and associated 
I issues which underpin my comments contained herein. The discussion paper outlines four 

options under investigation. I address each of these options below. 

Option 1: Fixed Methodology -this. option creates an unequal distribution of regulatory 
costs, where the larger utilities would pay"a significantly reduced levy, and the smaller 
utilities would pay a significantly higher levy, resulting in a significant barrier to entry into 
the ACT retail electricity market for new participants. This option is not recommended. 

Option 2: Variable Methodology- whilst this option is feasible, and would work within the 
current framework for recovering the levy, it may result in the under recovery of regulatory 
costs for the Territory. This option is not recommended. 

Option 3: Variable Methodology (with minimum fee)-under this option the Levy 
Administrator is not able to account for the fee at the time the levy is determined, 
increasing the risk of over or under-recovery for the Territory. This option is not 
recommended. 

Option 4: Current Methodology (with defined fixed fee) - this option addresses the barrier 
to entry issue that Treasury have identified. If the fixed fee is based on the minimal cost of 
regulating a small utility arid only changed infrequently, it would have the added benefit of 
creating certainty for smaller and newer entrants to the market about the levy payable. 
This option is_the preferred option as it eliminates a barrier to entry without exposing the 
Territory to increased risk of not recovering regulatory costs. 
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Commission staff have raised concerns in the past in relation to the variable 'A' (adjustment for previous 

year) in the current levy formula. The adjustment should be made by comparing last year's estimated 

costs against actual costs, not against levy paid (T). The Commission recommends that the investigation 

consider whether the calculation of the adjustment component of the levy formula is producing the 

intended effect and make appropriate amendments if it is not. 

If you require any further information regarding the comments in this letter please contact Mr Ian 

Phillips on [redacted]. 

Yours sincerely, 

14 / ,fl11J iWJu  
Malcolm Gray 1 ,__) 
Senior Commissioner 

3 February 2016 












